WorldCat

WorldCat.org let you search the collections of libraries across the country, including our own. It includes records for books, ebooks, DVDs, streaming videos, journal articles and more. If we own the full text (article, ebook or video) of the items you find, links will take you to those items. If we own the hard copy, links will take you to records in our catalog, where you can find location information, including call numbers. If we don’t own the item, you can place an interlibrary loan request for us to try and borrow a copy for you.

Recommend Us, Please
(and a new way to make an appointment!)

If you think your students could use help using library resources, send them to a reference librarian. You might be surprised to find out that some students think they can’t ask us for help. Students who click on the pictures of our reference librarians posted in our online research guides will find a Schedule an Appointment With Me link. They can see when we’re available and book an appointment. The can also contact us in person, by phone or email and through our online Chat function. All of these options can be found on our new help page. If your students would like a group workshop on using the library, have them get in touch with us and we’ll try to arrange a time that suits them all.

Improved Catalog Display on Your Mobile Device

The CWMARS catalog display has been optimized for view on mobile devices, so less squinting for all when trying to find out what materials we have in our collection on your phone.

Keeping Up with The Chronicle

Freel Library provides students, faculty and staff online access, off campus and on, to The Chronicle of Higher Education online. Weekly editions are available on Monday mornings and are updated daily. Sign up for the Chronicle’s e-newsletters, including Academe Today, Wired Campus, Weekly Briefing and Afternoon Update, when you create a free personal account. Or sign up for RSS feeds on education topics of interest to you.
Familiar and New

Two of our most popular databases continue to add new materials, so if you haven’t looked at Films on Demand and ebrary recently, you’re due for a visit. The Films on Demand home page displays links to films by subject and now includes over 18,000 films that can be streamed to your personal computer or to a classroom. ebrary, our database of ebooks, has added another 1,600 titles, after adding 24,000 new titles earlier this year.

And While You’re There…

Think about using books and chapters from ebrary as the texts for your courses. Most of ebrary’s ebooks allow unlimited simultaneous users. Links to books and book chapters (as well as to articles in any of our journal databases) can be pasted into your Canvas syllabi. If we don’t have a copy of the book you want to use in ebrary, but you would like to have an electronic copy for your students to use, please check with the library director to see if ebrary offers the title you want for purchase.

Finding Journals from A to Z

To find out if the full text of articles from a journal, magazine or newspaper is in any of our databases, use our handy Journals A-Z tool. Type in the periodical title and, if it’s available with full text, you’ll be able to click on a link to the appropriate database, where you can search for the article or topic you are interested in.

Borrowing from the Williams College Libraries

MCLA faculty may borrow items from Williams College’s Sawyer and Schow libraries. Just bring your faculty ID with you. However, MCLA students who want to borrow materials from Williams must see one of our reference librarians to discuss their research needs. They must satisfy the librarian that they have searched our collection for the materials they need first.

When the request is approved, the student will be given the relevant paperwork to take with them to borrow the materials from Williams. The Williams College libraries limit the number of items any student can borrow at one time. Freil Library is held financially responsible if books borrowed by students are not returned to Williams. Any member of the MCLA community who wishes to access a Williams College online journal database must go to either the Schow or Sawyer library. They do not have remote access to Williams College resources.

Reserves

We hope you’ll give our new course reserve collection system a try. Fill out the Reserve Request Form which can be found online through the For Faculty link on the library website. Then bring the materials to the Circulation Desk. We will enter the information you have given us into the course reserve collection databases. This allows us to use the automated circulation system for these materials and students will be able to check to see if the item they want to read or view is currently available or in use.

If you have personal copies of books or articles on reserve in the library for the use of your students and you haven’t assigned them for the current semester, we ask that you take them back to your office. Our limited shelf space is overwhelmed with materials not in use. Library books not currently assigned will be reshelved.

New Books on Pinterest

Click on the New Books link on the Freil Library website and check out the new books in our collection. Set up an RSS feed and keep up with new titles in your favorite subject areas.